




Monday, May 2, 2022

Time (PDT) Event

9:00-9:10 Opening Remarks: A. Babuscia

9:10-10:10 Keynote Speaker: B. Lal, NASA Headquarters
Moderator: S. Weston

10:10-10:30 Break

10:30-12:00 Session A: Missions in Development, Future Missions, and
Lessons Learned

Session Chairs: A. Babuscia and A. Guarneros Luna

A.1 The Lunar Polar Hydrogen Mapper (LunaH-Map) Mission
(C. Hardgrove)

A.2 LunarIce Cube Mission Update
(P. Clark)

A.3 Igniting the Imagination for Next Next Decade Planetary
Deep Space Smallsats

(S. Matousek)

A.4 CAPSTONE: A Unique CubeSat Platform for a Navigation
Demonstration in Cislunar Space

(T. Gardner)

A.5 Integration and Flight qualification of CATSAT: A 6U In-
flatable Antenna Technology Demonstration Mission

(A. Chandra)

A.6 Interplanetary SmallSats: Summary of the Current Think-
ing, Approaches and Lessons Learned

(A. Zucherman)

12:00-12:30 Session A Q&A Panel: A. Babuscia and A. Guarneros Luna

12:30-13:30 Lunch
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Monday, May 2, 2022 (continued)

Time (PDT) Event

13:30-15:00 Session B: Technologies
(Software, Docking, Communications)

Session Chairs: C. Lau and C. Burkhard

B.1 On the Feasibility of Quantum Docking for CubeSats
(M. Biella)

B.2 Visible Light Communication Between CubeSats During
Close Proximity Operations

(A. Thirupathi Raj)

B.3 Development of a Generic Grappling System Utilizing
Shape Memory Metal for Object Capture

(L. Vance)

B.4 Anomaly and Interference Detection for Space Radios and
Iris

(D. Ogbe)

B.5 F Prime Flight Software Product Line Overview
(J. Levison)

B.6 Deep Space Station 17: A University-Operated Affiliated
Node on the NASA Deep Space Network for Interplanetary
Small Satellite Missions

(B. Malphrus)

15:00-15:30 Session B Q&A Panel: C. Lau and C. Burkhard

15:30-16:00 Coffee Break
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Monday, May 2, 2022 (continued)

Time (PDT) Event

16:00-17:45 Session C: Propulsion and Launch Systems
Session Chairs: M. Saing and P. Clark

C.1 Design and Testing of Self-Pressurizing Tank for Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) Electrolysis System for CubeSat
Applications

(C. Jauregui)

C.2 Design and Testing of Polymer Electrolyte Membrane
(PEM) Electrolysis System to Produce Hydrogen and Oxygen
Propellants in CubeSat Applications

(A. Khan)

C.3 System Design for a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Hydro-
Proof Test Apparatus

(R. Sabatino)

C.4 System Design for CubeSat Propulsion System Using Poly-
mer Electrolyte Membrane Electrolyzers

(M. Kapur)

C.5 Water Fed Resistojet for Small Satellite Propulsion
(N. Grossman)

C.6 Fast Transit Missions with Extreme Solar Sailing
(A. Davoyan)

C.7 Interorbital Systems: Launch Services to LEO, Luna, and
Beyond

(R. Relich Milliron)

17:45-18:15 Session C Q&A Panel: M. Saing and P. Clark

18:15-18:20 Day 1 Closing Remarks: A. Babuscia

18:20-20:20 Dinner
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Tuesday, May 3, 2022

Time (PDT) Event

9:00-9:10 Opening Remarks: A. Babuscia

9:10-10:10 Keynote Speaker: T. Freeman, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Moderator: A. Babuscia

10:10-10:30 Break

10:30-12:00 Session D: Mission Concepts
Session Chairs: S. Weston and A. Babuscia

D.1 An Analysis of Kinematic Chains for Non-Contact Docked
CubeSats

(M. Biella)

D.2 Robust Lunar Base Architectures Using Smart Pico Build-
ing Block

(J. Qiu)

D.3 Status of the Small Satellite Developments at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory

(P. Kahn)

D.4 Cubesat Asteroid Impact and Sample Return Mission Con-
cept

(J. Qiu)

D.5 First Steps Towards Lunar Settlements: Small Multirobot
Chains for Landing Pad Construction

(J. Thangavelautham)

D.6 Advancing The Lunar Ark Concept Using a 24U Cryogenic
CubeSat Centrifuge

(C. Fuhrman & J. Thanga)

12:00-12:30 Session D Q&A Panel: S. Weston and A. Babuscia

12:30-13:30 Lunch
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Tuesday, May 3, 2022 (continued)

Time (PDT) Event

13:30-15:15 Session E: Technologies
(Navigation, Communication, CubeSat Bus)

Session Chairs: R. Nugent and C. Lee

E.1 Hardy Tree-Mounted Loop Antenna for the Tree of Life
Mission

(C. Penny)

E.2 Crater-Based Navigation and Timing for Small Satellites in
Low-Lunar Orbit

(B. Jones)

E.3 3U Common Bus for Highly Reliable CubeSat Missions
(J. Gayle)

E.4 Extensible, Transformative Spacecraft Using CubeSats as
Modular Building Blocks

(A. Raj)

E.5 XPLAin (X-ray Planetary Analysis in situ): Compact Pack-
age for Rapid XRF/XRD Elemental, Mineralogical, and Textu-
ral Analysis of Unprepared Samples

(P. Dera)

E.6 Low-mass, Efficient Power Systems for Lunar and Plane-
tary Surface Packages

(E. Jensen)

E.7 Space Debris Mitigation: Cloud Interceptor Method
(J. Bartunek)

15:15-15:45 Session E Q&A Panel: R. Nugent and C. Lee

15:45-16:00 Final Conference Remarks (A. Babuscia)

16:00-17:00 Posters and Exhibitors Networking

Poster Session

Author Poster Title

M. Biella An Analysis of Kinematic Chains for Non-Contact Docked
CubeSats

A. Raj High-Speed Docking between Small Spacecraft
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1. Welcome

Welcome to the 2022 Interplanetary Small Satellite Conference (ISSC), which
will address the technical challenges, mission concepts, and practicalities of
space exploration with small satellites.

We are very excited to host the conference’s 10th anniversary as an in-
person event at the California Polytechnic State University (Cal Poly) in San
Luis Obispo. Despite the challenges of running a completely virtual meeting
the last two years, ISSC brought together more than 700 participants from
different companies, space agencies, and academic institutions from all over
the world. We are eager to reconnect with many of you this year.

This conference is organized by an evolving group of students, alumni, and
staff from Caltech, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA’s Small Spacecraft
Systems Virtual Institute, and CalPoly and the conference’s roots trace back
to the iCubeSat 2012 conference. The scope of ISSC is slightly broader and
includes interplanetary small satellite missions that do not fit into the CubeSat
standard. We believe that with this shift we will be able to incorporate an im-
portant segment of the community, as well as encourage the “outside the box”
thinking that will be critical to future interplanetary small satellite missions.

Thank you for joining us in San Luis Obispo.
—The Organizing Committee

2. Registration Hours and Contact Information
The registration desk will open from 8:00 am on May 2. It will be open
from 8:00 am to 3:00 pm on May 3. If you have any questions during the
conference, please don’t hesitate to contact the organizing committee at
info@intersmallsatconference.org at any time during the conference.

Interplanetary Small Satellite Conference
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3. Organizing Committee

Alessandra Babuscia received her B.S. and
M.S degrees from the Politecnico di Milano,
Milan, Italy, in 2005 and 2007, respectively,
and her Ph.D. degree from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), Cambridge, in
2012. She is currently a Telecommunication
Engineer at NASA JPL (337G). She has devel-
oped communication systems for different uni-
versity missions (CASTOR, ExoplanetSat, Ter-
Sat, REXIS, TALARIS). She has been with the
Communication Architecture Research Group,
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA.
Her current research interests include commu-
nication architecture design, statistical risk es-

timation, multidisciplinary design optimization, and mission scheduling and
planning. She was a member of the organizing committee for iCubeSat 2012
(MIT, Cambridge), and she is a session chair at the IEEE Aerospace Confer-
ence.

Carlyn Lee is a software engineer for
the Telecommunication Architecture
Group at NASA Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. She is involved in link budget
analysis tools development and op-
timization for space communication
and navigation. Her research inter-
ests include communication systems,
networking architecture, and high-
performance computations.
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Julianna Fishman is the founder of Tech-
nology Horse LLC, a program and project
management services company. Ms. Fish-
man facilitates activities of the Technol-
ogy Integration Agent, a process utilized
by several multidisciplinary NASA programs
to define mission, program, and project
priorities; support requirements analysis;
and perform technology assessments. From
1994 to the present, she has provided pro-
gram and project formulation and imple-
mentation support to several NASA pro-
grams at both NASA Headquarters and
Ames Research Center to include. In her ca-
pacities, Ms. Fishman makes contributions
in the areas of program and project doc-
ument content development; focus group,
workshop, and review planning; and development of presentations, white pa-
pers, and communications material. She holds a Bachelor of Science degree
in biology and a Master’s in Business Administration from Norwich University
in Northfield, Vermont.

Chi-Wung Lau is a member of the Sig-
nal Processing Research group at Jet Propul-
sion Laboratories. He has been working at
JPL for 15 years and has been involved with
such projects as Galileo, Deep Impact, MER,
Phoenix and MSL. Research areas of interest
are 34 meter array tracking quantum com-
munications, and link analysis. He received
bachelor’s from U.C. Berkeley in 1996 and
master’s from the University of Southern Cal-
ifornia in 2001.

Interplanetary Small Satellite Conference
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Pamela Clark at the Department of Physics,
Earth Science and Space Systems Engineer-
ing at Morehead State University (MSU), is
the new director of the Star Theater and an
instructor of space systems engineering. Be-
fore coming to MSU, she was involved with
the Advanced Instrument Concepts and Sci-
ence Applications Group in the Instrument Di-

vision, at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, and
was Technical Advisor of the JPL Cubesat Development Lab. She is also Sci-
ence PI of the NASA Artemis-1 Lunar IceCube Mission, as well as Convener
and Program Chair for the Annual LunarCubes Workshops, and an adjunct
research professor at Catholic University of America. She holds a PhD in Geo-
chemical Remote Sensing from University of Maryland. Her interests include
extending the cubesat paradigm to deep space technology demonstrations and
science requirements driven cubesat missions, developing compact science in-
struments, evolving a low-cost development model for deep space missions,
and using the cubesat paradigm to set up distributed networks for studying
whole system dynamics. She is the author of several books, including Remote
Sensing Tools for Exploration, Constant-Scale Natural Boundary Mapping to
Reveal Global and Cosmic Processes, and Dynamic Planet: Mercury in the
Context of its Environment.

Ryan Nugent is currently a Co-Principal In-
vestigator of the CubeSat Program at Cal Poly
in San Luis Obispo, CA. Ryan has spent 15
years with the program, starting as an under-
graduate student and continuing as a gradu-
ate student in Aerospace Engineering. Ryan
took a staff position at Cal Poly in 2011. He
has lead development efforts for Cal Poly dis-
penser designs, developing the processes re-
quired to support NASA, The U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense, European Space Agency,
and Commercial Organizations in certifying
CubeSats and CubeSat dispensers for domes-

tic and international launches. Overall, Ryan has supported 23 orbital
launches in the U.S. and internationally involving over 155 satellites, includ-
ing the MarCO CubeSats. Ryan is currently managing the CubeSat Program
at Cal Poly, which manages the CubeSat Standard and is currently working on
additional launch campaigns and supporting the development of 5 different
satellite projects at Cal Poly.
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Michael Saing is a Systems Engineer in the
Project Systems Engineering and Formula-
tion Section at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL). He is in the System Model, Analysis,
and Architecture group and is a subject mat-
ter expert in space mission cost estimation
and small satellites systems engineering. He
is also one of the subsystem’s engineer chair
for JPL’s Foundry elite concurrent engineer-
ing design teams - TeamX, TeamXc, and A-
Team. Michael is also tasked by NASA Head-
quarters as a proposal reviewer, small satel-
lites/cubesats data collection, and model de-
velopment. He graduated with an Aerospace

Engineering degree (B.S.) from CSU Long Beach. After graduation, he started
his early career work at the NASA Ames Research Center in Mountain View,
CA prior to joining JPL. As an amateur backyard astronomer, his interests and
hobbies are in the areas of astrophysics and heliophysics science, astrophotog-
raphy, and telescopes.

Marco Boldt has spent the past 21 years at
Ames supporting virtual collaboration, events,
and managing the Virtual Institutes teams. For
the past 14 years, Marco developed and man-
aged the collaborative tool and virtual meet-
ing infrastructure used by the Virtual Insti-
tutes, Ames and other groups across the agency.
Marco currently serves as the Department Head
for Virtual Institutes and Collaborative Tech-
nologies on the NASA Ames FILMSS contract.

Sasha Weston is a project manager with NASA’s
Ames Research Center Small Spacecraft Systems
Virtual Institute. She works on planning, devel-
opment, and implementation of outreach and
communication materials, strategic documenta-
tion, and technical papers. She holds a BS in Ki-
nesiology and Physics from San Francisco State
University, and worked in the Mission Design
Center at NASA Ames for five years with the as-
trodynamics team.
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4. Location, Venue, and Parking

The conference will take place at the California Polytechnic State University,
located in San Luis Obispo, CA. The technical sessions will be held in the Ad-
vanced Technology Laboratory (Building 7, Room 2), highlighted in blue in
the diagram below. Meeting rooms are highlighted in blue in the diagram on
page 16. ISSC 2022 Event Parking is located in the H-1 Parking Lot, high-
lighted in red below, and parking instructions are on page 13.
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Cal Poly COVID Information
There were no COVID restrictions on Cal Poly’s campus at the time of printing
this booklet. The conference organizers will post any changes to Cal Poly’s
COVID-related policies to the ISSC website. Masks will be available at the
conference for those interested.

5. Wifi Access

For wireless internet access, connect to
the “CalPolyGuest” network.

1. Go to the Wi-Fi menu on your de-
vice and select CalPolyGuest.

2. The guest wifi login page should
open automatically. If it doesn’t,
launch a browser.

3. Click the Login button to ac-
cept the Guest Network Terms of
Agreement.

For more information see:
Cal Poly Guest Wifi
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6. Exhibitors, Lunch, and Dining Area Map

A rough diagram of the exhibitor and lunch area is shown below. A map of
the Social Dinner location is shown on page 16 highlighted in blue. We hope
you enjoy interacting with our great sponsors and exhibitors this year!
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7. Keynote Speaker Biographies

Dr. Bhavya Lal
(NASA Headquarters)

As the Associate Administrator for Technology,
Policy and Strategy within the Office of the NASA Ad-
ministrator, Dr. Bhavya Lal is responsible for advis-
ing NASA leadership in these areas as well as provid-
ing executive leadership and direction to the Office
of Technology, Policy and Strategy at NASA. Dr. Lal
is also the Acting CTO of NASA, the first woman to
hold the position in NASA’s 60+ year history. Prior to
her current role and in the first 100 days of the Biden
Administration, she was the Acting Chief of Staff at
NASA, and directed the agency’s transition under the
administration of President Biden. Before arriving at
NASA, she had served as a member of the Presidential
Transition Agency Review Teams for both NASA and the Department of Defense. For
15 years prior to that, Dr. Lal led strategy, technology assessment, and policy studies
and analyses at the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) Science and Technology Policy
Institute (STPI) for government sponsors including the White House Office of Science
and Technology Policy (OSTP), the National Space Council, NASA, Department of De-
fense, and other Federal space-oriented organizations. Before coming to IDA, she was
the Director of the Center for Science and Technology Policy Studies at Abt Associates,
a global policy research and consulting firm based in Cambridge MA. Dr. Lal’s analy-
ses have been at the center of most space-relevant polices for the last decade. For her
many contributions to the space community, she was nominated and selected to be a
Corresponding Member of the International Academy of Astronautics.

Dr. Lal is an active member of the space technology and policy community, having
chaired, co-chaired or served on five high-impact National Academy of Science (NAS) ad
hoc committees. She served two consecutive terms on the NOAA Federal Advisory Com-
mittee on Commercial Remote Sensing (ACCRES), was an External Council Member
of the NASA Innovative Advanced Concepts (NIAC) Program, and selected to join the
NASA Technology, Innovation and Engineering Advisory Committee (NAC/TIE). She co-
founded and was co-chair of the policy track of the American Nuclear Society’s annual
conference on Nuclear and Emerging Technologies in Space (NETS), and co-organizes a
seminar series on space history and policy with the Smithsonian National Air and Space
Museum.

Dr. Lal holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees in nuclear engineering from the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), a second master’s from MIT’s Technology and
Policy Program, and a Ph.D. in Public Policy and Public Administration from George
Washington University. She is a member of both the nuclear engineering and public
policy and public administration honor societies and has published more than 50 pa-
pers in peer-reviewed journals and conference proceedings.
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Dr. Anthony (Tony) Freeman
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tech-
nology)

Dr. Anthony (Tony) Freeman
is the manager of the Planetary
Science Formulation Program Office
at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL). JPL is NASA’s lead center for
robotic exploration of the solar sys-
tem and the work of the office spans
all of JPL’s future space missions for
NASA in this area. Recent highlights
include the selection of the VERI-
TAS mission to unravel the myster-
ies of Venus, the FarSide Seismome-
ter Suite to explore the interior of the
Moon, and the deployment of the In-
genuity helicopter on the surface of
Mars. Dr. Freeman is a champion
for CubeSat and SmallSat projects at
JPL, which has bloomed into over 25
flight missions, leading towards a fu-
ture where interplanetary SmallSats
like JPL’s MarCO mission are com-
mon. Previously, he was the manager of JPL’s Innovation Foundry, JPL’s incubator for
mission concepts, which includes the SmallSat design team Team-Xc.
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Session K – Keynote Speakers

8. Conference Abstracts
K.1 Global Trends in Space

Dr. Bhavya Lal
(Office of the NASA Administrator, NASA Headquarters)

Fifty years ago, the United States and the Soviet Union conducted the only signif-
icant national space programs, and only a small number of commercial entities were
involved in space activities. Today the space sector stands transformed as compared
with those early days. Today better and cheaper technology (especially in areas such
as COTS hardware and software, and miniaturization, among others) has led to the
development of newer and lower-cost space-based applications, products, and services
which, in turn, have accelerated space investment globally, and spawned new users and
suppliers that are following diverse approaches to space development. There are three
primary consequences of these changes.

• First, portions of the space sector are transitioning from a 20th century
monopsonic-oligopoly to a more globalized mainstream sector open to more
providers and users, both private and global.

• Second, private industry and governments, especially in emerging countries, are
leapfrogging traditional development and reaching and exceeding parity with
governments.

• Third, growing space-based activity is introducing new challenges (such as a
more complex space governance environment) for the global space community,
both terrestrially and in space.

In this opening keynote, NASA’s Associate Administrator for Technology, Policy, and
Strategy and Acting Chief Technologist Dr. Bhavya Lal will talk about how NASA is
responding to these external trends, and explores how the small satellite community
can best leverage these trends to make interplanetary science more innovative, exciting,
and affordable.

K.1
5/2, 9:10 am PDT
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Session K – Keynote Speakers

K.2 Where next for Interplanetary SmallSats?

Dr. Tony Freeman
(Planetary Science Formulation Office,

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology)

In 2018, the NASA/JPL MarCO team thrilled us all with their two plucky 6U Cube-
Sats as they flew by Mars, relaying critical telemetry data from the Insight landing
sequence. The Italian Space Agency’s bold explorer, LICIACube, the first ride-along in-
terplanetary CubeSat, is en route to its rendezvous with the Didymos asteroid binary
pair, where it will deploy and observe the impact of its host spacecraft.

NASA has three SIMPLEx SmallSat missions in development: Lunar TrailBlazer,
a lunar orbiter; ESCAPADE, a pair of Mars orbiting SmallSats; and JANUS, an aster-
oid flyby mission. These are all science-driven missions, with sophisticated, yet com-
pact instruments aboard. When Artemis-1 launches later this year, it will carry several
CubeSats which will deploy along the way to the Moon, some like NEA Scout onto an
Earth-Moon system escape trajectory to encounter a Near Earth Asteroid, others like
LunarIceCube and LunaHMap will go into lunar orbit. All carry science instruments or
a piece of new technology that enables the mission.

So what comes next? Rocketlabs plan a privately funded SmallSat probe mission
launched on a Neutron Rocket and headed towards Venus’ atmosphere to examine the
cloud layer close up. ESA’s planned 2025 M-ARGO 12U CubeSat will navigate to flyby a
Near Earth Asteroid using its own propulsion system. Now DART and LICIACube have
proven out the ride-along approach, we might see outer planets missions start to carry
CubeSat or SmallSat hitch-hikers that can take a closer look at the target body than
the primary spacecraft might risk. We may see NASA’s next SIMPLEx call in 2024 for
a launch later this decade - that will open up new opportunities for SmallSats. The
continued push to return a sample from Mars could open up multiple rideshare options
for SmallSat missions to study the red planet. New ground-based telescopes will soon
come online, like the Giant Magellan Telescope and the Vera Rubin Observatory. With
their greater ‘reach’ we should expect to see visitors from Interstellar space and the Oort
cloud soon enough to plan close flyby missions - a task SmallSats are particularly well-
suited for. Some dream of accelerating nanosats using powerful lasers to voyage into
interstellar space.

In other words, the answer to the question posed in the title of this paper is: any-
where in the solar system, and even beyond it.
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Session A – Missions in Development, Future Missions and Lessons
Learned

A.1 The Lunar Polar Hydrogen Mapper (LunaH-Map) Mission

Craig Hardgrove, Tom Prettyman, Jim Bell, Richard Starr, Anthony Colaprete, Darrell
Drake, Igor Lazbin, Joe DuBois, Bob Roebuck, Nathaniel Struebel, Patrick Hailey, Tyler

O’Brien, Erik Johnson, James Christian, Lena Heffern, Anthony Genova, David
Dunham, Bobby Williams, Derek Nelson, Jeremy Knittel, Alessandra Babuscia

(Arizona State University)
(NASA Ames Research Center)

(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology)

The Lunar Polar Hydrogen Mapper (LunaH-Map) spacecraft is a 6U CubeSat
launching on the Space Launch System (SLS) Artemis-1 mission. LunaH-Map was the
first mission selected in NASA’s Science Mission Directorate’s Small, Innovative Mis-
sions for Planetary Exploration (SIMPLEx) program. As of July 2021, the spacecraft
has been delivered to NASA Kennedy Space Center and integrated into the SLS Orion
Stage Adapter (OSA), awaiting launch as early as June 2022. The flight spacecraft was
qualified through thermal-vacuum and vibration testing. All components passed pre-
and post-qualification checkouts. The primary science instrument, a miniature neutron
spectrometer (Mini-NS), has also been tested and qualified as part of the LunaH-Map
program. The Mini-NS performance has been benchmarked using calibrated neutron
and gamma-ray sources, as well as characterized through a series of temperature cycles
and solid angles at the Los Alamos National Laboratory Neutron Free In Air facility.

Here we provide a summary of the LunaH-Map schedule of operations after deploy-
ment from SLS Artemis-1, as well as the expected cruise and transition into lunar orbit
phase of the mission. We also provide a summary of the expected science mission, the
performance of the Mini-NS and the predicted mapping capabilities to determine the
abundance and distribution of water-ice across the lunar South Pole.

A.1
5/2 10:30 am PDT
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Session A – Missions in Development, Future Missions and Lessons
Learned

A.2 LunarIce Cube Mission Update

P.E. Clark, Ben Malphrus, Austin Pedigo, Emily Walter
(Space Science Center, Morehead State University)

Cliff Brambora (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center)

Lunar Ice Cube is a deep space cubesat mission with a primary goal of addressing
NASA HEOMD Strategic Knowledge gaps by demonstrating the ability of a cubesat-scale
instrument (BIRCHES) to improve our understanding of lunar water-related volatiles
distribution (abundance, location, and transportation physics). Last summer, BIRCHES
was integrated with the spacecraft, and preflight calibration was performed under simu-
lated lunar mission conditions, Following final spacecraft testing, the 6U Lunar Ice Cube
package was delivered to the Kennedy Space Center launch facility. Now integrated with
Artemis 1, Lunar Ice Cube awaits the launch anticipated in early June 2022. In addition
to demonstrating the use of a compact instrument for measuring components and forms
of water, the mission will also notably demonstrate the AIM/IRIS microcryocooler flown
for the first time in deep space, as well as a micropropulsion system, the Busek iodine
ion propulsion drive, also being utilized by another of the 6U cubesats to be deployed
by Artemis 1, LunaHMap.

Science/Instrument team activities over the last year have focused on preflight in-
strument calibration at GSFC, inflight calibration planning, and development of soft-
ware for delivering data products. Shutdown related labor and facility restrictions and
launch schedule uncertainties made instrument calibration activities particularly chal-
lenging. Test equipment (monochromators, sources, collimators, rotating stages) were
set up external to a small thermal vacuum chamber (with an external heated plate ad-
justed to simulate variations in thermal conditions BIRCHES will experience) when one
became available, with signal transmitted and received through the chamber’s zinc se-
lenide window, which had minimal and well-characterized absorption. The functional,
thermal, optical, radiometric and spectral response calibration of the BIRCHES instru-
ment were planned as a pared down version of those used for the OVIRS instrument, its
direct antecedent. Unanticipated thermal issues were encountered, and minimized with
the addition of a deployable radiator. We performed first order verification of detector
performance, alignment, optical, radiometric and spectral responses as a function of
instrument and environmental conditions to derive algorithms for nominal corrections
for dark current, detector non-uniformity (e.g., bad pixels); optical, spatial or spec-
tral non-linearity; temperature and adjustable field stop position. Software to produce
and archive level 0 data has been developed and tested. Further refinements to the
algorithms and software to produce Level 1 and 2 products will occur during inflight
calibration during our many-month cruise phase using the Moon and Earth as targets.
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A.3 Igniting the Imagination for Next Next Decade Planetary
Deep Space Smallsats

Steve Matousek
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology)

What does the rapid explosion in smallsat capabilities mean for the relatively far
future of 20+ years from now? As a guidepost, Earth orbiting smallsats are a harbinger
of things to come. Physics still applies in the future. Cost of the nth element may
greatly change, enabling multi-element architectures. Stakeholder thinking about risk
will need to adapt. The step function prohibiting interplanetary space for many will
decrease so that traditional international and organizational boundaries are challenged.
The outlook is bright for the next next decade.
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A.4 CAPSTONE: A Unique CubeSat Platform for a Navigation
Demonstration in Cislunar Space

Thomas Gardner, Brad Cheetham, Alec Forsman, Jeff Parker, Ethan Kayser, and
Michael Thompson

(Advanced Space, LLC)

With the number of NASA, commercial, and international missions to the Moon
growing rapidly, the need to make these future endeavors as efficient as possible is a
challenge that is being solved now. Advanced Space is aiming to mitigate the existing
Earth based tracking and communications resource limitations by enabling spacecraft
in the cislunar environment to navigate autonomously and reduce the need for oversub-
scribed ground assets for navigation and maneuver planning. Launching in May 2022
and with upcoming operations in a unique cislunar orbit, the Cislunar Autonomous Po-
sitioning System Technology Operations and Navigation Experiment (CAPSTONE) mis-
sion is utilizing a highly capable 12U CubeSat to demonstrate the Cislunar Autonomous
Positioning System (CAPS) software as well as a validation of the mission design and
operations of the Near Rectilinear Halo Orbit (NRHO) that NASA has baselined for the
Artemis Lunar Gateway architecture. The CAPS software enables cislunar missions to
manage their navigation functions themselves and reduces the reliance on Earth based
systems.

Upon arrival in the NRHO, the CAPSTONE spacecraft will initiate its navigation
demonstration mission in collaboration with the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO)
team at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center to demonstrate the CAPS autonomous
navigation system. Success criteria for CAPSTONE in this demonstration are defined as
1) semi-autonomous operations and orbital maintenance of a spacecraft in an NRHO,
2) collection of inter-spacecraft ranging data in support of the autonomous navigation
process, and 3) execution of the CAPS navigation software in an autonomous mode on-
board the CAPSTONE spacecraft. Additionally, CAPSTONE will demonstrate an innova-
tive one-way ranging navigation approach utilizing a Chip Scale Atomic Clock (CSAC)
and additional autonomous navigation algorithms.

Advanced Space, along with our partners at NASA, the Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL),
Terran Orbital and Rocket Lab, have developed and implemented the CAPSTONE
mission to support both NASA’s upcoming Gateway operations development and the
expanding commercial cislunar economy. This high value mission will demonstrate an
efficient low energy orbital transfer and NRHO insertion as well as full-scale operations
in this unique orbit. Over the next 21 months, CAPSTONE will validate these key
operations and navigation technologies required for the success of NASA’s lunar
exploration plans. This presentation will include an overview of the current mission
status, development lessons learned, an overview of transfer, and insertion into the
NRHO, an overview of NRHO operations, and plans for the CAPS demonstration in
support of lunar exploration and scientific objectives.
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A.5 Integration and Flight Qualification of CATSAT: A 6U
Inflatable Antenna Technology Demonstration Mission

Aman Chandra, Christopher Walker (University of Arizona)
Terrance Pat (FreeFall Aerospace, Inc)

CATSAT has been selected by NASA’s CSLI program from launch no earlier than
August 2022 and will be a technology demonstrator mission to test inflatable antenna
technology in LEO for CubeSats. CATSAT is a 6U platform with a 1.5U antenna stowage
and deployment system. The system will demonstrate on-orbit deployment of a 0.5
m inflatable membrane sphere with a phased array line feed to correct for spherical
aberration. The feed has been optimized for operations at 10.5 GHz. The system uses an
autonomous deployment control system to maintain over-pressure states in the inflated
for a nominal mission time of 6 months. This mission shall be used to validate key
technologies that enable inflatable membrane antennas in LEO space.

Our work here describes key results from integration and flight qualification testing
of the hardware. Thermal-vacuum test studies are presented to assess expected life-
times and response to simulated punctures on the membrane surface. A deflectometric
metrology setup has been used to measure inflated surface shape deviation. Near-field
tests in an anechoic chamber are presented to characterize the performance of the line
feed with the inflatable unit.
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A.6 Interplanetary SmallSats: Summary of the Current Thinking,
Approaches and Lessons Learned

Aaron Zucherman (Cornell University)
Brodie Wallace (University of Colorado Boulder)

P.E. Clark (Space Science Center, Morehead State University)
Joe DuBois (Arizona State University)

We are on the threshold of a new era of sustainable exploration and development of
Earth’s Moon and the solar system at large. Programs such as NASA’s Artemis, Commer-
cial Lunar Payload Services, Lunar Gateway, and other commercial lunar landers and
orbiters continue to be announced. As a result, rideshare opportunities for CubeSats
and other small spacecraft or ”SmallSats” to reach Cislunar space and other Interplan-
etary targets will be unprecedented. Already many CubeSat missions to these environ-
ments have been manifested, with more and more mission concepts continuing to be
proposed. The challenge that is still being addressed by the earliest developers of Inter-
planetary CubeSats, is how to meet high priority science and technology demonstration
requirements while limited by the resources available to missions constrained by the
CubeSat paradigm (low cost-cap, relative compactness, higher risk, with rapid develop-
ment, lean operations, shared tools and essential measurements or demonstrations for
highly focused goals).

This paper presents the work of the ASU Deep Space Summit, where representa-
tives from early interplanetary CubeSat developers presented and discussed the specific
challenges their missions faced, solutions implemented and their degree of their success
to date. The participants also addressed what they viewed as the particular challenges
of missions of this type and their degree of impact on development, factors that pro-
mote or inhibit mission success and recommendations for dealing with these factors.
Following team presentations, extensive conversations on the same subjects were held,
providing more detailed information on challenges and general consensus on recom-
mendations to future missions. Further information was gathered from participants in
the Summit (representing 11 teams) and all other interplanetary CubeSat missions that
are currently Post-Phase-D (or equivalent) in development (5 additional teams) using
several different methods including interviews and a literature review of current inter-
planetary CubeSat technology.

From this information we make such recommendations in aspects ranging from
development and operation approaches, team composition and key role selection, parts
selection and qualification, documentation and review, shared tools, and facilities.
The aim is that future and ongoing interplanetary CubeSat missions can leverage this
knowledge to lower risk and costs. The16 CubeSats covered by this study represent a
mixture of pathfinders, technology demos and science missions.
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B.1 On the Feasibility of Quantum Docking for CubeSats

Massimo Biella, Athip Thirupathi Raj and Jekan Thangavelautham
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory,

University of Arizona)

The recent year-over-year increase in the number of small satellites launched into
space requires innovative docking solutions to enable the service providers and the
end customers to benefit most from the new technologies available through on-orbit
servicing, and in-space assemblies. From constructing more extensive commercial in-
frastructures in earth’s orbit to creating scientific platforms in deep space, ensuring
that the docking procedures execute flawlessly is a critical step to guarantee the suc-
cess of a mission. Recent advances in non-contact docking technologies will enable
different satellites to lock with each other while maintaining a safe physical distance.
This mitigates the risks associated with traditional docking procedures, such as me-
chanical failures, while not requiring that the two vehicles have docking adapters with
specially designed male-female docking interfaces. In addition, small spacecraft that
use non-contact docking mechanisms are suitable for swarm applications, surveillance,
kinematic chains, and assistance to a “mothership.”

This paper discusses possible concepts that would enable quantum docking tech-
nologies. The objective is to have two or more vehicles in space utilizing flux-pinning
to achieve non-contact docking. The satellites will be able to identify and acknowledge
each other’s position and attitude using Active Lighting Cues with blinking LED lights
and Visible Light Communication (VLC) and align each other to allow the quantum
docking procedure to start. When the desired target separation is achieved, the two
spacecraft will be kept locked with each other through flux-pinning.

Currently, quantum docking represents one of the most promising ways to dock
two satellites in space. After the docking is achieved between two satellites, it will
be possible to add more to create a contactless system capable of continuously evolving
and adapting in shape and size as requested by the mission. This evaluation will present
how to relate the strength of the magnetic pinning to the mass and relative approach
speed of the two satellites to be docked.
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B.2 Visible Light Communication Between CubeSats During Close
Proximity Operations

Athip Thirupathi Raj, Anna Dinkel and Jekan Thangavelautham
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory,

University of Arizona)

For several years now, radio frequency (RF) waves have been utilized in space to
communicate between spacecraft. Due to long-distance and high data rate communi-
cation requirements, these systems are in high demand, but they can be costly in terms
of hardware and bandwidth. CubeSats are increasingly being launched into space, and
with the fast-rising market for small satellite technologies, CubeSats can achieve the
same scientific aims as larger satellites for a fraction of the cost.

We propose a Visible Light Communication (VLC) system that uses LED lights and
light-to-digital converters to transmit messages between two CubeSats. VLC is a wireless
optical communication technology that uses less energy and is less expensive than RF
systems while providing high data rates. As a result, CubeSats can send messages into
space using less energy and at a lower cost with VLC. LED lights on both CubeSats’
external surfaces will function at multiple wavelengths and blink at different frequencies
as part of the illumination system. We will send and receive signals related to relative
orientation, position, and range between CubeSats using the LED lighting cues system
and ranging algorithms. The conventional disadvantage of VLC is the requirement of
Line of Sight, which may not be a problem in space.

In this paper, we discuss using VLC as a viable method of communication between
small satellites and provide a quantitative and qualitative comparison of VLC with other
conventional communication systems in space in terms of mass, power, radiation (EMI),
volume, bandwidth, data rates, and other parameters. First, we will go over the current
state of key enabling technologies and COTS necessary for this technology. Then, for
such a communication system, we construct system and subsystem requirements and
their effects on the mass, power, and volume budgets. Finally, we discuss potential
flaws, hazards, and mitigation measures necessary to raise the Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) of this technology in space applications.
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B.3 Development of a Generic Grappling System Utilizing Shape
Memory Metal for Object Capture

Leonard Vance, Jekan Thangavelautham
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory,

University of Arizona)
David Vargas-Villanueva (University of Puerto Rico)

Attachment and manipulation of non-cooperative objects is a capability with
widespread application, including the management of orbital debris, remote servicing
of operational satellites as well as the retrieval of chondrite samples from rubble pile as-
teroids. Carbonaceous chondrites are minerals found in interplanetary space, generally
within the asteroid belt, which date to the original cooling of the solar system, and thus
contain isotope clocks which allow scientists to date their formation as well as chemical
compositions which provide clues as to where they were formed. As such, they are high
priority scientific goals.

Mechanisms developed for space need to withstand wide temperature variations,
radiation and micro-meteorites. Use of conventional motors and servos presents addi-
tional challenges in terms of reliability due to the many moving parts and challenges of
cold-welding and lack of sufficient lubrication. Shape memory alloys provide a promis-
ing alternative as they can change shape through change a change crystalline structure
during a change in temperature. Furthermore, they can be ‘programmed’ to transition
from one complex configuration to another.

We propose the development of a generic grappling mechanism, designed to en-
close a wide variety of chondrite shapes and sizes, utilizing a tether-like series of at-
tached shape memory metal segments, each independently actuated via temperature
change to bend inwards or outwards depending on the shape necessary to capture an
object. The dynamics of a compliant tether-like grappling system are derived, and a con-
trol algorithm is developed to capture potential objects. Simulations are then executed
to demonstrate concept plausibility, showing the dynamics of the proposed capture se-
quence.
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B.4 Anomaly and Interference Detection for Space Radios and Iris

Dennis Ogbe, Matthew Chase, Zaid Towfic
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology)

There has been instances of JPL radios experiencing interference from spacecraft
sources, including the CRISM instrument on MRO generating tones that interfere with
the Electra relay radio. With the application of NASA Standard 1006, the spacecraft is
now asked to be more pro-active in identifying such instances and to relay this knowl-
edge to ground operators. In this presentation, we will explore the ways in which we
are enabling the Iris radio to perform such detection.

First, we explain our approach to open-loop recording to Iris for enabling signal
quality analysis. Second, we explore our current results for a relatively simple algo-
rithm to detect anomalies on the uplink channel of the radio in terms of probability of
false alarm and probability of detection. Initial results indicate that detection of tone
interference (the prevalent interference form from benign sources such as switching
power supplies) can be detected at relatively low interference powers. Chirp signals
(i.e., moving tones) can also be detected with slightly reduced performance. The
anomaly detection approach only utilizes ”nominal” data for training and does not
require forehand knowledge of the nature of the anomaly.
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B.5 F Prime Flight Software Product Line Overview

Jeff Levison
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology)

At JPL, flight software development for deep space small scale flight systems con-
tain additional challenges when compared with development for large scale counter-
parts. With a larger number of concurrent projects to be addressed, a greater variety
of platforms and operating environments to be accommodated, and an increased toler-
ance for mission risk, the products and processes that have been successfully utilized
on big projects do not scale adequately to meet the needs of a new generation of small
spacecraft.

F Prime is a free, open-source flight software product line developed at JPL and
tailored to small-scale systems such as CubeSats, SmallSats, and instruments. F Prime
comprises several elements:

1. an architectural approach that decomposes flight software into discrete compo-
nents with well-defined interfaces that communicate over ports;

2. a C++ framework providing core capabilities such as message queues and an
OS abstraction layer;

3. a suite of tools for specifying components and their connections and automati-
cally generating a partial implementation from the specification;

4. a growing collection of generic components for basic features such as command
dispatch, event logging, and memory management that can be incorporated
without modification into new flight software projects; and

5. a suite of tools for testing flight software at the unit and integration levels.

This presentation provides an overview of the software product line and its use at JPL.
Recent flight projects using F Prime are the Ingenuity Helicopter currently in operation
on Mars and two deep space CubeSats, Near Earth Asteroid Scout and Lunar Flashlight,
slated to launch in 2022.
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B.6 Deep Space Station 17: A University-Operated Affiliated Node
on the NASA Deep Space Network for Interplanetary Small

Satellite Missions

B. Malphrus, J. Kruth
(Morehead State University)

Jay Wyatt, Tim Pham
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology)

The era of interplanetary Small Satellites is here. CubeSats, in particular, have ex-
ecuted fly-by mission of Mars (MarCo in 2018) and are being launched to the Moon
(Lunar IceCube, LunaH-Map, and CAPSTONE) and to nearby asteroids (NEAScout) in
2022. All of these activities require ground support for communications, navigation and
tracking- support that requires significant infrastructure including ground stations with
large apertures, full-motion antennas and specialized deep space ranging and telecom-
munication instrumentation. With an already high demand on mission support, the
DSN, even with the expansion of the new antennas and with the implementation of
new techniques to increase the antenna utilization (i.e., multiple spacecraft per aper-
ture), will be challenged accommodate the large number of missions expected as the
SmallSat revolution unfolds.

To begin to address this challenge, partnership between JPL and Morehead State
University was initiated in 2014 to enhance DSN capabilities by utilizing existing non-
NASA assets. An enhanced DSN can be achieved by transferring DSN processes and
techniques, precision timing standards, data formatting, handling and transfer protocol,
and mission and ground operation processes to existing university-based large aperture
antennas. The team used the Morehead State University 21 m Space Tracking Antenna
as a case-study to prove the validity of the concept of adding non-NASA nodes to the
DSN. The goal of this project has been to develop and implement a strategy to transfer
DSN processes and protocol to the MSU 21 m antenna system to enable integration into
the DSN as an auxiliary station to support small-sat missions. The program focused
on the implementation of DSN capabilities with deep space communication and navi-
gation tracking techniques, including Space-link Extension (SLE) protocol and CCSDS
data standardization, and asset scheduling capabilities. The 21 m antenna system has
been upgraded for DSN-compatibility and the station, designated DSS-17, became op-
erational in 2021.

DSS-17 is also serving as a pilot ground station for three emerging technologies
with the potential to substantially lower CubeSat mission cost and risk, or even enable
new types of deep space missions to be proposed. These new capabilities include Dis-
ruption Tolerant Networking (DTN), spacecraft-initiated operations utilizing a beacon
tone service, and Opportunistic Multiple Spacecraft per Aperture (OMSPA). DTN and
beacon operations will be flight validated for use on CubeSats by the Lunar IceCube
mission, which will also certify these capabilities for operational use at DSS-17. An
overview of the entire upgrade, status to date, and mission benefits will be provided.
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C.1 Design and Testing of Self-Pressurizing Tank for Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) Electrolysis System for CubeSat

Applications

CJ Jauregui
(University of Arizona)

CubeSats are a type of nano-spacecraft often utilized by universities and agencies to
conduct low-cost research. Initially, they were only used for low-orbit experiments that
did not require guidance navigation and attitude control (GNAC). But as development
of these nanosatellites grows so does the need for a micropropulsion system that allows
these crafts to go past low earth orbit (LEO). The proposed system utilizes a Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane (PEM) to electrolyze stored water to produce hydrogen and oxy-
gen gas for thrust generation. The system is designed for a 1U (10 cm x 10 cm x 10 cm)
CubeSat, meaning volume and mass must be optimized in order to meet 1U require-
ments. Water, must be pressurized in order to flow through the electrolyzer. In order
to achieve this and minimize volume, a self-pressurizing storage tank is desired. This
proposed tank will use the oxygen produced from the PEM to pressurize stored water
so that the system may flow without the need of a separate pump. Based on the out-
come of concurrent electrolyzer research as well as a literature study on relevant tank
systems, the tank will be designed and constructed. From there, the tank’s parameters
will be assessed under various operating conditions to determine feasibility
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C.2 Design and Testing of Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM)
Electrolysis System to Produce Hydrogen and Oxygen Propellants

in CubeSat Applications

Alyza M. Khan, Maanyaa Kapur, Avery Stockdale-Stephens, Ronnie Sabatino
(University of Arizona)

Ryan McCabe (Pima community College)

Universities and government agencies, such as NASA, are looking to utilize Cube-
Sats as low-cost tools for science and research missions. Originally, CubeSats lacked
propulsion systems as they were only used for experimental low-orbit applications that
did not require orbital control. As their applications grew, micro propulsion systems
became necessary to facilitate guidance navigation and attitude control (GNAC), espe-
cially past low earth orbit (LEO). The research into micro propulsion systems has found
some sub-optimal characteristics that could lead to high risk and high cost missions such
as: fuel toxicity and volatility, large size and weight, low specific thrust and V, or the
need for pressurized storage tanks. We have researched green propulsion systems for
a 1U-3U CubeSat that is simple and inexpensive using Polymer Electrolyte Membrane
(PEM) technology.

The overall goal of this project is to determine the optimal electrolyzer unit by eval-
uating efficiency, membrane lifetime, and hydrogen and oxygen production rates. This
is a multi-faceted project where tests were conducted on multiple different commercial
electrolyzer units at pressures up to 5 bar to evaluate performance. The evaluated pa-
rameters include efficiency, membrane lifetime, and hydrogen and oxygen production
rates. The units tested included an acrylic reversible fuel cell, an acrylic single elec-
trolyzer, an acrylic double electrolyzer, a rebuildable acrylic electrolyzer, as well as a
single stainless steel electrolyzer. The first step in this project was to design and char-
acterize the PEM hydro proofing system. Following this, each electrolyzer was pressure
tested (hydro proofed) to determine which units could withstand pressures of up to 5
bar. Some of the units were unable to withstand these pressures with their commercial
design and needed to be modified with different seals and fittings. After these activities,
the performance of each electrolyzer was evaluated at up to 5 bar in terms of efficiency,
membrane lifetime, and hydrogen and oxygen production rates.

According to preliminary results and current research, water electrolysis is expected
to be the most desirable propellant production system as it meets all size and perfor-
mance requirements, is low in cost, and is a safe alternative to more common propel-
lants which are toxic, volatile, and dangerous. The results of these experiments with
commercial PEM electrolyzer units can be beneficial for the low-cost design, fabrication,
and testing of CubeSat propulsion systems.
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C.3 System Design for a Polymer Electrolyte Membrane
Hydro-Proof Test Apparatus

Ronnie Sabatino (University of Arizona)
Ryan McCabe and Dennis Just (Pima community College)

To effectively design and build a reverse Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (PEM)
electrolysis system capable of supporting a propulsion system in a CubeSat, it is
integral to hydro-pressure test each piece of the system beforehand. The purpose
of this research is to conduct experiments which assesses the capabilities of several
PEM units and to characterize their performance under various operating conditions.
The initial design work leading up to experimentation was determining the maxium
operating pressure of the system by studying research papers on the relationships
between pressure, specific impulse, and flame stability. The next design step prior to
the experiments was developing PFDs and P&IDs of the experimental setup. In the
designs, high-pressure hoses connected a hydraulic pump, that was fed filtered water,
to the PEM system and a pressure gauge. CAD models of the electrolyzer units were
made and stress tested at conditions above the maximum operating conditions to get
an idea of structural weaknesses in the systems before moving ahead to actual testing.
The experiments were conducted according to the predetermined experimental plan
such that the water pressure going to the PEM cells was incrementally increased until
either the satisfactory pressure above that of operating condition was reached and
held for a sufficient amount of time, or the cell began to leak. Leaks would manifest
as either a pressure drop seen on the pressure gauge and/or a puddle of water would
form beneath the PEM cell. Of the four PEM units that were tested, 2 were able to
maintain pressure without leakage at the operating pressure, and only one was able
to maintain pressure without leakage at the satisfactory pressure above that of the
operating pressure (5 bar). The cell that held pressure above the operating pressure
is likely the cell that will be used as the research for developing a electrolytic PEM
propulsion system for a CubeSat. The next steps are to pressure test the fuel and
oxidizer gas storage tanks, and then to perform a functional test of the PEM system
paired with the gas storage tanks.
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C.4 System Design for CubeSat Propulsion System Using Polymer
Electrolyte Membrane Electrolyzers

Maanyaa Kapur and Avery Stockdale-Stephens
(University of Arizona)

CubeSats are emerging as cost-effective, eco-friendly, and accessible satellites for
use in space exploration. Due to their small size, CubeSats typically do not have propul-
sion systems which makes it hard to perform navigation operations and improve mission
goals. This research is the successor to previous activities conducted on Polymer Elec-
trolyte Membrane (PEM) electrolyzers to produce hydrogen and oxygen propellants,
which when combined with a combustion chamber and nozzle constitute the CubeSat
propulsion system. The current research deals with the system design, construction, and
testing of a combustion system that produces a nominal thrust of 2N. The two primary
considerations for designing this system are:

1. The system needs to be integrated into a small satellite, and hence requires a
unique design, and

2. Getting an optimal flame stability from operating at relatively low feed pressures
produced by the electrolyzer.

The nozzle design is based on results from a NASA CEA code analysis. The nozzle is pre-
dicted to have a small expansion ratio and should not protrude out of the CubeSat, this
effectively integrates our nozzle into a small system by optimizing the design to accom-
modate a larger fuel tank. The experimental system includes flame safety components
and an infrared camera to record visual data. We use this setup to conduct flame tests
with propellants gas at different pressures to optimize flame stability. On successful
completion, this research and experimentation should show that PEM electrolyzers are
a viable, cost-effective, and sustainable tool for use in small satellite propulsion systems.
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C.5 Water Fed Resistojet for Small Satellite Propulsion

Nathan Grossman, Derek Gilbert, and Garret Romero
(University of Arizona)

With the growing use of CubeSats in space, we need compact propulsion systems
that use safer and environmentally friendly propellants while providing enough thrust
for small attitude corrections. Our research led us to design a water fed resistojet that
would fit within a 3U CubeSat and operate within the provided 7 to 20 Watts avail-
able. The designed engine would heat up stored liquid water and expel steam out of a
converging-diverging nozzle. A large-scale experimental water flow system will repli-
cate resistojet conditions with a 12 V power source and an initially heated 400 mL
water tank to flow to a 5 W heater. Pressure transducers, temperature thermocouples,
and flow meters are placed before and after the heating system to measure the exit
velocity, flow rate, temperature, and pressure. Future tests will verify predicted thrust
values and predicted complications with ice buildup at the end of the nozzle as seen
with many small water-fed resistojets. Initially, a simple hole nozzle will be used and
eventually substituted for a converging-diverging Inconel nozzle. This exhaust flow will
be flashed into a low-pressure chamber and a vacuum chamber once this experimental
system is downsized to CubeSat dimensions. We believe this research will show the
practicality of CubeSat resistojets and expand the current research done on CubeSat
resistojets.
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C.6 Fast Transit Missions with Extreme Solar Sailing

Artur Davoyan
(University of California, Los Angeles)

At present interplanetary and deep space missions are hindered by the long flight
time, years of development and excessive cost. Solar sails make use of radiation pres-
sure and offer a conceptually different approach to propelling spacecraft. Here, we
discuss extreme solar sailing that allows achieving very fast velocities >20AU/year po-
tentially up-to 60 AU/year. Specifically, our solar sails pass in a very close vicinity of the
sun, which allows them to slingshot onto fast transit trajectories. Each sail would carry
∼10kg of payload mass to desired target destinations. I will outline the challenges of
such solar sailing, discuss mission architecture and potential science objectives. I will
finally outline our effort on spacecraft materials and designs.
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C.7 Interorbital Systems: Launch Services to LEO, Luna, and
Beyond

Randa Relich Milliron
(CEO/CoFounder, Interorbital Systems)

The expense of buying passage for a small satellite payload is often more than a
small business or an academic institution can afford, and usually more than a govern-
ment or military entity would like to spend. Waiting for an opportunity to launch as
a secondary payload is often a frustrating, if not endless process. Global competitions
among hundreds of student satellite projects for these rare flights leave all but the one
or two lucky winners without a ride to orbit. An inexpensive, dedicated launcher; an as-
sortment of affordable small satellite kits; and low-cost, rapid-response launch services
are urgently needed to create and carry small experimental, academic, government,
art, and military payloads to orbit. Interorbital Systems’ (IOS) NEPTUNE and TRITON
rocket series and IOS’ Personal Satellite 2.0 Kits will fill those needs. After more than a
decade of R&D, the NEPTUNE is undergoing its final suborbital flight tests and orbital
launch licensing. The NEPTUNE is designed to launch an 80-kg small-sat payload(s)
to LEO for under $1 Million. Interorbital’s orbital launch manifest now numbers 185+
picosats.

Orbital launch services are set to begin in 2023, followed by a 2024/25 Moon im-
pactor mission, Lunar Bullet, with Ed Belbruno’s Innovative Orbital Design. A 2023
suborbital launch of the NEPTUNE upper stage (now under construction) will test IOS’
guidance and control systems and provide a platform for flight-testing significant sci-
ence applications and breakthrough small-sat technologies like the Wayfinder II, a 3U
CubeSat and hosted–payload platform designed and integrated by California’s Boreal
Space. It carries a mission called SHRINE, for Stanford University; Japan’s iSpace;
Raymix (Music); Inventor (Denmark’s S-D Radio); and National University of Singa-
pore’s Graphene Experiment.

This launch’s flight data will complement payload performance data, allowing par-
ticipating teams to iterate and improve designs, and raise Technology Readiness Levels
(TRLs) for future missions. Launches booked for 2023-25 feature IOS’ new strategic
partner Avantus Federal’s payloads with Carnegie Mellon University and Georgia
Tech; LunAds, A UK-based Moon advertising mission; and several on-orbit technology
demonstrations, including an advanced quantum propulsion drive. Interorbital is in the
final testing phase of its two newest satellite launch vehicles, NEPTUNE, and NEPTUNE
Heavy. The new NEPTUNE is powered by Lox and Propane, yielding an enhanced
lift capability with the Heavy version designed specifically for larger sats and military
applications. NEPTUNE Heavy features increased lift capability at an ultra-low cost:
310kg to LEO for $1,200,000.
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D.1 An Analysis of Kinematic Chains for Non-Contact Docked
CubeSats

Massimo Biella, Athip Thirupathi Raj, and Jekan Thangavelautham
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory, University of

Arizona)

The recent year-over-year increase in the number of small satellites launched into
space requires innovative solutions to enable the service providers and the end cus-
tomers to benefit most from the new technologies available through in-space assemblies.
From constructing more extensive commercial infrastructures in earth’s orbit to creat-
ing scientific platforms in deep space, ensuring the correct positioning and movement of
the different satellites represents a critical step to guarantee the success of any mission.
Recent advances in non-contact docking technologies will enable different satellites to
lock with each other while maintaining a safe physical distance. This enables the for-
mation of “joints” and “links” that could significantly improve the safety and efficiency
related to systems of cooperating satellites in a vast range of applications such as swarm
systems, surveillance, kinematic chains, and assistance to a “mothership.”

The above evaluation discusses possible concepts that would enable kinematic
chains-based platforms. The objective is to have two or more vehicles in space form
a functional kinematic chain between the different CubeSats. The satellites will be able
to identify and acknowledge each other’s position and attitude using Visible Light Com-
munication (VLC) and align each other to allow the non-contact docking procedure to
start. When the desired target separation is achieved, the two spacecraft will be kept
locked with each other, enabling the addition of different joints, or satellites, to form a
complete link.

Currently, kinematic chains for non-contact docked satellites represent one of the
most promising ways to assemble large scientific and commercial platforms in space.
After the construction of a chain-link is achieved, it will be possible to form more to cre-
ate a contactless system capable of effortlessly re-morphing into different combinations.
This evaluation will present a framework to relate the position of each satellite to the
position vector of a kinematic link.
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D.2 Robust Lunar Base Architectures Using Smart Pico Building
Block

Jiawei Qiu, Virupakshan Vilvanathan, Katie Slaughter, Jekan Thangavelautham
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory, University of

Arizona)
Erik Asphaug (Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona)

There is growing momentum to return humans to the surface of the Moon and
build semi-permanent lunar bases. Building a lunar base is a monumental step that
will require a whole new infrastructure and support system. The lunar surface is a
hostile environment, thus it is vitally important to ensure the base structures are able to
protect the crew and systems from the elements with little to no vulnerability. There are
many concepts developed for a human habitat that involve metallic struts, inflatables,
as well as 3D printing with sintered lunar regolith. Some concepts adopt modular
designs to improve the versatility and facilitate the expansion process. However, special
consideration must be given to simplifying daily living activities and processing and
storing critical data, such as imminent radiation events and compromised life support
systems. Centralizing critical data and system operation in designated physical locations
is a significant vulnerability.

In this paper, we explore the functions of a distributed control network that perme-
ates the base infrastructure via modular base building blocks. These building blocks are
pico-sized (1 kg) individual processing units, such as regolith-filled sandbags embed-
ded with low-power electronics. Beyond providing structural integrity, these sandbags
demonstrate multi-functionality with slightly different schemes of embedded electron-
ics and strategic placements in structures. Most sandbags implement accelerometers to
facilitate the construction process; some sandbags implement an LED matrix and act as
signage for human and machine vision; some sandbags implement pico-projectors to
display detailed reports in dispersed locations; some sandbags implement vital signal
sensors; some sandbags implement beacons to guide rovers along base roadways. . .

We also examine the technologies and algorithms available to establish a distributed
network. The embedded electronics are able to collect, process, store, and communicate
information. These components are able to make localized decisions independently and
offload routine maintenance responsibilities from astronauts (such as self-diagnosing
and initiating automated processes to remedy and/or to replace). For complex prob-
lems, the network is able to prepare appropriate warnings for astronauts. Further, their
distributed processing power may recognize and recommend decisions along with the
warning message. Eventually offloading the mundane tasks from the astronauts’ to-do
lists, improving human survivability as well as their well being.
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D.3 Status of the Small Satellite Developments at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory

Peter Kahn
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology)

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has been at the forefront of finding capabil-
ities to deliver big science returns in smaller packages. Small, modular, scalable, and
less expensive to build rapidly and launch, Small Spacecraft or SmallSats, offer a new
world of possibilities and challenges for doing innovative science measurements utiliz-
ing more frequent space accesses. This talk will present the current state of projects
and capabilities across the mission lifecycle at JPL from early concept formulation and
implementation through on-orbit operations. This talk will focus on expanding the ca-
pabilities of science using small spacecraft to better enable science missions. It will also
describe institutional approaches to handle an increasing number of upcoming Small-
Sat missions, including the creation of a dedicated center for SmallSat development.
We will share thoughts on how to tailor our processes from big mission ways to smaller
mission approaches to better achieve the responsiveness to new, emerging opportunities
for SmallSat science and technology space applications.
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D.4 Cubesat Asteroid Impact and Sample Return Mission Concept

Jackson Qiu, Massimo Biella, Athip Thirupathi Raj, Jekan Thangavelautham
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory, University of

Arizona)
Erik Asphaug (Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona)

Numerous asteroid missions have successfully demonstrated asteroid flyby, orbit,
landing, and even sample collection and return. These produce tremendous scientific
knowledge and validate important technological advancements. Last November, NASA
launched the Double Asteroid Redirection Test (DART) to demonstrate how an impact-
ing spacecraft can influence the trajectory of a potentially hazardous asteroid. This
September it will produce a global-scale crater on asteroid Dimorphos (∼160-m di-
ameter) and a debris swarm around asteroid Didymos (∼780-m) that it orbits. The
DART spacecraft will be destroyed, but the effects of the collision will be observed by
astronomers, by a ride-along CubeSat, and by ESA’s follow-on Hera rendezvous mission
that will arrive in 2026.

We propose a fast flyby asteroid sample return mission that intercepts and collects
impact-ejected asteroid material. The concept involves an assembly of CubeSats and
a mothership for returning the sample to Earth. When the mothership attains an in-
tercepting trajectory with the asteroid, it deploys the CubeSats that will separate and
form a 2D matrix, like a fish-net, with dimensions larger than the asteroid and spacing
smaller than the asteroid radius. Several of the CubeSats will impact and be destroyed,
producing debris, much of which evolves downrange. The surviving CubeSats may fly
though downrange debris, and will use particle capture methods to attempt to collect
ejected materials, and signal to mothership for retrieval. NASA’s Stardust mission cap-
tured thousands of micron-sized particles in a fast-flyby through the tail of comet Wild
2 in 2004; the total, less than one milligram, represents ample material for cosmo-
chemistry although it is desirable to minimize the capture velocity so as to minimize
captured particle alteration. Our approach, to capture impact-ejected material moving
downrange, will involve much lower relative velocities but requires further study, where
the DART impact may provide the most important benchmark.

We detail the concept of the distributed CubeSat operation network and introduce
several possible methods of implementation. We introduce concepts for particle capture,
and for CubeSat retrieval by the mothership. The CubeSats are all identical, so the
budget for spacecraft design is greatly reduced. Being a fast flyby, the propulsion budget
is significantly lower, and asteroid sample material is brought to Earth much faster, than
a conventional sample return mission that requires rendezvous and orbit. The ‘fish-
net’ approach guarantees an impact without precise guidance of the CubeSats. These
aspects become increasingly significant for targets at high relative velocity, including
new hazardous asteroids, comets, and interstellar interlopers such as 1I/’Oumuamua.
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D.5 First Steps Towards Lunar Settlements: Small Multirobot
Chains for Landing Pad Construction

Jekan Thangavelautham and Yinan Xu
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory, University of

Arizona)

The next major milestones in the Artemis Program will be designing and develop-
ing lunar bases to establish a permanent human presence on the Moon. A critical first
step in base development will be detailed surveying and site preparation required for
building launch and landing pads. Given the lack of infrastructure, including GPS and
continuous high-speed data connection with Earth, any system to perform initial base
preparation needs to be self-reliant. In addition, the lunar surface environment poses
several significant challenges to developing a base compared to a terrestrial environ-
ment.

For example, the lunar regolith contains fine sand with the properties of crushed
glass and is very abrasive. Furthermore, the lunar surface undergoes extreme temper-
ature swings between lunar day and lunar night; in addition, the surface is exposed to
solar and cosmic radiation and bombarded with micro-meteorite particles from time to
time. The fine sand with low cohesion is hard to compact. This poses a major challenge
for building road-ways and landing pads. The sand will naturally sink under heavy load
from wheeled vehicles and causing rutting. The problem can increase in severity until
wheeled vehicles get stuck, unable to move. A second challenge is the formation of
windrows from excavation that results in undulating surfaces also making it difficult to
move for wheeled vehicles.

Our baseline solution consists of a robot team docked together to form a chain. This
robot team will perform close coordination sweeps to cut, clear, level, backfill and create
regolith berms surrounding a landing pad. A robot team forming this chain has some
distinct advantages. It can perform sweeps without leaving windrows, enabling near-
optimal area coverage trajectories to minimize operating time and energy consumed.
The robot chain working together can clear an area with loading distributed over a
wider area thus minimizing formation of rutting.

The robot team working in a chain can also utilize collective pushing or pulling
capability to move loads otherwise impossible when one robot operates alone. Crit-
ically important, close coordination between robots can enable precise, comparative
leveling without relying on external geo-positioning infrastructure. Forming a chain
of these robots enables extensibility, with more robots increasing concurrent coverage.
The potential for this technology exists not just for planetary robots but also spacecraft
performing area coverage or volume coverage tasks. In addition, the system can also
handle the loss of individual robots by having the remaining robots move an unrespon-
sive out of the way.
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D.6 Advancing The Lunar Ark Concept Using a 24U Cryogenic
CubeSat Centrifuge

Alvaro Diaz-Flores and Jekan Thangavelautham
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory, University of

Arizona)

Recent advancements on the Lunar Ark project has focused on developing com-
ponent technologies to advance cryo-storage of living matter, radiation shielding and
thermal control technologies. Our efforts have focused on developing a 24U CubeSat
prototype that house and test components technologies in Low Earth Orbit. We first
envisage the 24U CubeSat to be mounted to an external rack of the ISS. The CubeSat
would spin on its major axis to simulate lunar gravity. This would be a cost-effective
way to advance the Lunar Ark technologies without having to test it on the lunar sur-
face. These advances are also applicable towards long-term storage and transport of
egg, sperms, spores, seeds and living matter on interplanetary missions.

This presentation focuses on the design and control of a 24U CubeSat Centrifuge
that will keeping samples at below -150◦C. Centrifuges in space have multiple appli-
cations, but the main one is generating artificial gravity using centripetal acceleration.
Furthermore, our centrifuge CubeSat can be readily adapted to simulating Martian grav-
ity.

A centrifuge laboratory provides excellent flexibility for space experiments; how-
ever, one challenge introduced is the transmission of angular momentum from a spin-
ning craft such as the 24U to ‘stationary’ craft such as the rest of the ISS. To overcome
this limitation we are designing a reaction-wheel based attitude control system that can
compensate for the angular momentum gained.

Current work presents a summary of the controller and simulator design and a
comparison of results between the manufacturer controller and our controller, aiming to
prove that current COTS components can generate the desired gravity and a validation
method for our simulator. The second goal would justify future simulations without
hardware testing until the final stages. Finally, this work includes a brief description of
the reaction wheel system and path forward for demonstration of the cryo centrifuge.
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E.1 Hardy Tree-Mounted Loop Antenna for the Tree of Life
Mission

Alessandra Babuscia, Charles Penny, Steven Anderson, Steve Matousek, Roger Klemm
(Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology)

Julia Christensen (Oberlin College)

With advancements across the breadth of space exploration technology, the future
is approaching where missions into space may have durations spanning multiple hu-
man generations. This has served as an inspiration for missions such as the Tree of
Life, which ultimately aims to demonstrate mission longevity through use of a CubeSat
in Low-Earth Orbit coupled with ground stations on Earth based around trees. Trees
are specifically targeted in this case because of the relatively long lifespan of many tree
species. Environmental data around the trees will be collected over the duration of the
Tree of Life mission and provide insight into long duration patterns and changes ex-
perienced by life on Earth. This aims to complement the long duration materials and
technology study of the CubeSat, while also having scientific and artistic value through
the data collected. Due to the proximity of the ground station to a tree, a proposed
method of communication between the ground station and the CubeSat is to mount a
loop antenna directly on a branch or trunk of a tree. To determine the efficacy of this
method is the goal of this research. Tree branches and trunks have proved to present
a dynamic electrical environment, with their layers presenting different dielectric prop-
erties, each changing seasonally, diurnally, and instantaneously to their surrounding
environment. Additionally, the stationary nature of a tree-mounted antenna introduces
some challenge with reliably establishing connection to a satellite in low earth orbit.

So simulation of such a tree mounted loop antenna was performed to generate a
model of antenna design parameters and their relationship to antenna performance
through a full range of tree dielectric situations. The resulting model was used to
optimize the antenna’s physical parameters to be hardy to the range of tree dielectrics it
may encounter. Further, to better characterize the effect of the changing tree dielectrics
on an antenna, a prototype antenna was fabricated and tested in-situ over seasonal,
diurnal, and instantaneous periods to confirm the accuracy of the simulation model and
the relationship between tree dielectrics and antenna performance for a given design.
The results demonstrate the merits of a simulate – model – optimize flow for designing
environmentally hardy antennas, and the observed relationships serve to better inform
the Tree of Life mission design on the efficacy of tree-mounting a loop antenna.
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E.2 Crater-Based Navigation and Timing for Small Satellites in
Low-Lunar Orbit

Brandon A. Jones, Renato Zanetti, Sofia Catalan, and Rachael Gold
(University of Texas, Austin)

Deficiencies, inefficiencies, and inaccuracies in on-board navigation and timing
pose a severe risk to future manned and unmanned operations in cislunar and lunar
space, thereby increasing the probability of mission failure. NASA’s return to the moon
requires operating in a GPS-denied environment while minimizing the need for ground
support. Planned support systems, such as LunaNet, hope to provide a GPS-like capabil-
ity for spacecraft operating in cislunar space, but require their own on-board solutions
to aid the end-user. No options exist at high Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) that
jointly satisfy on-board navigation and timing requirements in the near-moon environ-
ment, let alone are consistent with the size, weight, and power limitations of the Cube
Satellite (CubeSat) platform. There is a critical need to develop Position Navigation and
Timing (PNT) technologies that satisfy these operating constraints to support NASA’s lu-
nar ambitions. The University of Texas at Austin and the NASA Johnson Space Center
are developing a Crater-based Navigation and Timing (CNT) approach to PNT in prepa-
ration for an on-orbit CubeSat demonstration.

The CNT system leverages lunar craters as known points in a manner similar
to GPS for terrestrial and near-Earth applications or lighthouses for pre-GPS ship
navigation. The developed technology integrates crater detection, identification,
and state estimation into a unified and unique system for PNT using flight-proven
optical cameras. The crater detection algorithm leverages a new approach based
on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to reduce computation load for on-orbit
image processing. A novel element of this approach is to leverage a ground-based
trajectory for timing. GPS satellites accurately keep time onboard using atomic clocks
with their trajectories estimated from the ground. Our proposed methodology flips
this approach. The trajectory estimation is done autonomously and onboard, while
timing is obtained with support of the ground and periodically steered by comparing
the onboard navigation solution with the ground tracking solution. Occasional DSN
passes are necessary for the satellite to communicate with ground control. These passes
are leveraged to form a precise position solution and to estimate onboard clock errors.
The solution is then uploaded to the satellite. The onboard CNT system keeps the
navigation and timing errors from growing too large in-between ground contacts. This
presentation will discuss the current status (development, testing, and performance) of
the CNT system and efforts currently underweight for on-orbit demonstration.
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E.3 3U Common Bus for Highly Reliable CubeSat Missions

Jeremiah Gayle
(Colorado State University)

3U Common for Highly Reliable CubeSat Missions: Currently CubeSats are classi-
fied as class C/D missions, these types of missions are far more risk tolerant compared
to more expensive Class A/B missions (NASA, 2004). Class A/B missions are far less risk
tolerant and require more mission assurance, part reliability verification, and screening
of parts. Class A/B missions also require engineering models to be developed and tested
prior to building flight models. Classification of CubeSats missions as C/D allows for
limited reliability and quality assurance measures to be used as well as limited proto-
typing and testing via engineering models, this translates into a high failure rate for
CubeSats. Development of a 3U common bus that follows NASA Class B-C flight prac-
tices to create a highly reliable bus for missions will open up a new field of low-cost
space exploration. The 3U common bus is designed to be integrated with a 3U pay-
load forming a 6U CubeSat. A presentation showing the benefits of a 3U common bus
for Cubesat missions will be made a proposed architected will be presented for the 3U
common bus. Using the 3U Cubesat will help reduce the high infant mortality rate of
CubeSats and allow them to become a more reliable and predictable vehicle for low-cost
space exploration.
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E.4 Extensible, Transformative Spacecraft Using CubeSats as
Modular Building Blocks

Athip Thirupathi Raj
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory, University of

Arizona)

Certain types of reconfigurable modular robotics systems are designed to act in
the same way that social insects or multicellular creatures do, with millions of cells
cooperating to secure the survival of the whole. Even though each cell is rudimentary,
has a short life span, and is limited, they work together to form a robust system that is
more capable than its components. As a result, established design and control methods
can be outperformed by these methods. The more important task is to translate this
promise into action.

The two most significant challenges in making such reconfigurable systems practi-
cal are developing simple, resilient, and reliable assembly methods that can withstand
high external pressures and disturbances in the field and coordination and control. Even
though reconfigurable modular robots are potentially superior to traditional robots since
they allow for parallelism and optimal task-specific configurations to tackle complex
tasks, these challenges have kept these systems from being used in the field. However,
because of recent advances in tiny spacecraft docking and proximity operations, modu-
lar robotic constructions in space are becoming a reality in a process known as on-orbit
or in-space assembly. Earth observation, space observation, and exploration spacecraft
are typically enormous, weighing a few tonnes. They are built in specialist cleanrooms,
tested in specialized test facilities for vibration, thermal, and other pertinent space con-
ditions, then launched atop an expensive launch vehicle. We believe that by building
similar, huge spacecraft out of modular tiny spacecraft on-orbit, we can reduce the com-
plication of deploying large spacecraft from Earth.

In this study, we use CubeSats as building blocks to investigate the concept of recon-
figurable, modular, autonomous, robotic spacecraft. The CubeSats use Active Lighting
Cues and Modified Cone and Probe Docking Adapters to perform alignment, latching,
and soft capture using Visible Light Communication (VLC) protocols. We identify and
justify such revolutionary spacecraft for applications such as an expandable Robotic
Space Station or a refueling station for spacecraft. We plan to run 3D physics simu-
lations and analytical calculations, such as feasibility calculations, to compare such a
transformative spacecraft to traditional large spacecraft launched as a single unit from
Earth to accomplish a specific task in terms of cost, logistics, complexity, versatility,
and expendability, among other important parameters. In addition, we offer sample
assembly strategies for this transformative spacecraft architecture in LEO and cislunar
environments. Finally, based on the findings of the trade research, we suggest a CubeSat
mission idea that will deploy and test the technology in space.
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E.5 XPLAin (X-ray Planetary Analysis in situ): Compact Package
for Rapid XRF/XRD Elemental, Mineralogical, and Textural

Analysis of Unprepared Samples

Przemyslaw Dera (University of Hawaii, Manoa)
P.E. Clark (Space Science Center, Morehead State University)

Dan Scheld (NScience Corporation)
Lars Ehm (University of New York, Stony Brook)

Chris Dreyer (Colorado School of Mines)
William Farrand (Space Science Institute)

Over the last decade, NASA has supported the development of a number of XRD
and/or XRF planetary instrument prototypes with different designs and configurations.
These instruments offer a variety of analytical capabilities worth considering when
choosing an instrument. We are developing XPLAin (Xray Planetary Analysis in situ), a
compact combined XRF/XRD instrument capable of providing rapid yet comprehensive
simultaneous elemental, mineralogical, and textural analysis on unprepared samples.
XPLAin will represent a big step forward in multifunctionality, allow contact-free sample
interaction and thus preserve primary texture and mineral assemblage/petrographic re-
lationships, and place a strong emphasis on quantitative glass characterization. XPLAin
will detect, identify and determine phase abundances and elemental compositions of
minerals and glass, including minor, trace phases, and amorphous phases, perform
structural characterization of amorphous phases, and assess crystal textures in terms
of grain size and orientations.

XPLAin will be a new generation hybrid XRF/XRD instrument, with state of the art
COTS components. Two compact microfocus X-ray sources will provide high efficiency
fluorescence for low and high Z elements. As in the PIXL instrument, the microfocus
will allow the consecutive illumination of small spots to literally map a sample. The in-
strument will include three detectors, a logical choice explored in recent NASA-funded
projects for planetary mission instruments that emphasizes complementarity of analyti-
cal capabilities and functional redundancy in case of component failure. Detectors will
include a solid state dispersive energy detector (SSD) similar to the one used for PIXL,
to measure characteristic elemental fluorescent X-rays, and two imaging detectors: a
polychromatic direct detection CCD (ddCCD) similar to the one used on CHEMIN, op-
erating in single photon counting mode to measure intensity and energy of X-rays as a
function of angle (d-lines), and a widely used monochromatic phosphor CCD (pCCD).
The high quantum efficiency pCCD is suitable for characterization of crystals and glass
with its large q-range. The instrument will also have an optical alignment and imaging
system to, acting as a video microscope and distance determiner.

Planetary surface exploration to Mars, the Moon, asteroids and comets would ben-
efit from rapid, quantitative in-situ analysis of surface regolith and rocks, enabling the
determination of the nature, history, and origin of underlying geological units. We en-
vision XPLAin operating from a robotic arm capable of getting within millimeters and
progressively repositioning the instrument relative to the sample ’face’ in order to sepa-
rate crystal orientation from mineral phase induced variations in d-line ratios.
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Session E – Technologies (Navigation, Communication, CubeSat Bus)

E.6 Low-mass, Efficient Power Systems for Lunar and Planetary
Surface Packages

Elijah Jensen, Amy Wombwell, Geoffrey Lentner, Josh Rimmer
(Blackbox Energy Systems)

P.E. Clark (Space Science Center, Morehead State University)

Space applications require robust and secure electrically powered hardware to com-
plete missions. Energy storage technologies utilizing chemical battery technology have
low efficiency and low tolerance to space environments. Mechanical Batteries also
known as flywheel energy storage devices have been long known as a possible solution
to these issues. The advent of advanced hybrid composite materials capable of large
static stresses has caused a resurgence of interest in mechanical energy storage. Our
concept of a high efficiency proprietary iron-less motor/generator integrated with novel
magnetic bearings and composite flywheels enables large increases in energy density
and decreases in cost. In addition, a connected mesh of systems enables robust power
delivery in hostile environments. A major application of this technology is robust energy
storage on the lunar surface. This system enables missions to send small energy storage
units in multiple launches that could be linked on-site and have mechanical lifetimes
exceeding 20 years. This system would be designed to fit the needs and requirements
of the particular mission.
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Session E – Technologies (Navigation, Communication, CubeSat Bus)

E.7 Space Debris Mitigation: Cloud Interceptor Method

Jared Bartunek, Gregory Ogden
(University of Arizona)

Gaddiel Gonzalez
(University of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez)

Space debris can be defined as anything in orbit that is no longer in use. Debris can
range from flecks of paint to entire rocket bodies. Currently, there is an increased inter-
est for private companies and international governments to be long-term stakeholders
in space affairs. These interests have, as a byproduct, created an increase in Space
debris, posing a risk for future space travel.

Many mitigation techniques have been proposed but not acted upon yet due to
their cost and complexity. The technique described in this presentation will simplify the
de-orbiting process. The proposed technique involves launching a two-stage rocket that
will intercept space debris and cause it to de-orbit by spraying a material cloud in the
debris’ path. As the space debris interacts with the cloud, it will gradually slow down
without being immediately damaged. Once the debris has lost sufficient momentum
changing its orbital dynamics, the debris will de-orbit due to increased contact and
friction with the atmosphere.

We will present our research to date including trajectory and kinetic energy transfer
modeling to predict cloud mass needed to de-orbit debris. Using NASA’s GMAT software,
we have been able to calculate a preliminary trajectory for the rocket. Using open-
source tracking software, we have been able to search for space debris orbits based on
favorable parameters. We have been able to model a kinetic energy.

The reason to focus on debris mitigation is because this will be a relevant topic in
the upcoming years. Private companies and international governments/ organizations
have publicly expressed their desire to drastically increase the number of satellites in
orbit. The Kessler Syndrome becomes more of a reality each passing day. An example
of this is the increase of debris fragments after the December 2021 Russian anti-satellite
missile test. Most objects occupy specific orbits at specific altitudes; hence, if an in-
cident would occur in these ‘debris highways’, many operational satellites would be
damaged or destroyed. This poses an immediate and long-term threat to our society
that is increasingly dependent on satellite technology.
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Session P – Poster Session

9. Poster Session

P.1 High-Speed Docking between Small Spacecraft

Athip Thirupathi Raj and Jekan Thangavelautham
(Space and Terrestrial Robotic Exploration (SpaceTREx) Laboratory, University of

Arizona)

Recent advancements in small satellite technology have enabled the development
of various commercial and scientific platforms. Many of these have been conceived and
designed around the concept of formation flying, implying cooperation between differ-
ent vehicles. A critical step in constructing such systems involves docking the different
agents that compose the swarm. It is, therefore, crucial to take steps to improve the
docking ability of small satellites for a wide variety of operating conditions. Further-
more, the ability to dock satellites is also needed for other vital applications such as
on-orbit servicing of non-cooperative satellites, in-space assembly of larger structures,
reconfigurable satellites and stations, and other autonomous proximity operations.

Existing docking systems implemented in space operate under an operational re-
quirement of the relative velocity between the two docking spacecraft being less than
1 m/s, typically around 50 cm/s. These systems require at least one of the two space-
craft to perform a rendezvous operation to reduce the relative velocity between the two
docking satellites. However, situations exist where a rendezvous operation is either not
feasible or efficient, and only an interception is possible. This may apply in the case
of non-cooperative spacecraft moving at very high speeds or space debris. This calls
for the requirement of docking adapters and supporting systems that enable docking at
high relative velocities.

This paper explores the different docking adapter systems that may enable high-
speed docking. We discuss systems that use either inflatables, electromagnetic systems,
flux pinning using superconductors, and metamaterials such as shape memory alloys
and shape morphing alloys as docking adapters and the supporting system requirements
for each docking adapter system. Inflatables act as dampers to reduce the kinetic energy
of the incoming non-cooperative spacecraft, while metamaterials use shape morphing
to conform to the shape of the eternal features of the incoming spacecraft. All these
systems require unique sensors and actuator suites to operate with different levels of
Technology Readiness Level (TRL). We aim to perform 3D Physics simulations and an-
alytical calculations such as feasibility calculations and detailed trade studies between
different methods of high-speed docking. Prototypes will be constructed for testing in
simulated settings in the laboratory based on the 3D simulation findings and analytical
calculations. To validate the designs, ground-based equipment such as 6-DOF robotic
arms that imitate the spacecraft’s ADC systems and air tables that emulate the friction-
less environment of space will be used. Finally, we plan to propose a CubeSat mission
concept based on the findings of the trade study that will deploy and demonstrate the
technology in orbit.
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